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Description Stock #378096 - 2020 Keystone Fuzion 373 Toy Hauler with three slide-outs! Bath
and a half! 11-foot Garage!The 2020 Keystone Fuzion 373 Toy Hauler is a
luxurious and spacious RV perfect for those who love to travel in comfort and
style. This Fuzion features a stunning interior with modern amenities, high-end
finishes, and a smart floor plan with three slide-outs!The Fuzion 373 boasts an
eleven-foot garage that can accommodate all your toys and equipment, making it
an ideal choice for adventurous individuals who enjoy outdoor activities. The
garage has a ramp door, overhead storage, and tie-downs to keep your gear
secure during transit. There is also a sixty-gallon fuel station to keep your toys
going!The Fuzion 373 features a beautiful living area with a large sofa in the slide-
out, a fireplace, and a flat-screen TV. The kitchen has a refrigerator, stove, oven,
convection microwave, and plenty of storage space for all your cooking
essentials. The Fuzion also has a kitchen island/table with four swing-out stools!
The primary bedroom is at the front of the trailer and features a queen-size bed in
a slide-out, a wardrobe, and a dresser. The bathroom is spacious and includes a
shower, toilet, and sink.Other notable features of the 2020 Keystone Fuzion 373
Toy Hauler include an Onan 5.5kW generator, a central vacuum system, a
Bluetooth sound system, and a power awning. With its luxurious amenities and
impressive capabilities, the Fuzion 373 is the perfect choice for RV enthusiasts
who demand the best.We are looking for people all over the country who share
our love for boats/RVs. If you have a passion for our product and like the idea of
working from home, please visit Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot] com to learn
more.Please submit any and ALL offers - your offer may be accepted! Submit your
offer today!You have questions? We have answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030 to
discuss this RV.Selling your RV has never been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally sell
thousands of units every year all over the country. Call (855) 273-7188 and we'll
get started selling your RV today.
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Basic information Year: 2020
Stock Number: 378096
VIN Number: rvusa-378096
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 37

Item address 37115, Madison, Tennessee, United States
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